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Sub: Releasing of press note to clarify on Negative publicity published in almost all news
paper reg .
Respected Sir ,
It is very painful to notice that yesterday 13.2.2019 and today the 14.02 .2019 almost
all the news papers have published about the closure of BSNL, reduct ion of staff and about huge
losses of the company. The point of closure of BSNL has given more negative impact on our BSNL
image in the telecom market and in the minds of the publ ic and demoralized the working employees
of the BSNL.
Hence it is our humble request to you sir , kindly hold the press meet at the earliest
with all the lead ing National and all the local news agencies and clarify about the BSNL status , its
contribution to the society by giving its best service at very affordable price to the whole
Indian public. Only BSNL is serving the Nat ion in the natural calamity and disaster no operator
present and supported other than BSNL. The dream of our Honble Prime Minister of Digital
India made true only by BSNL through laying OFC cable to all villages and enabled all the Gram
Panchayat to get connected with entire world. Even in the stiff competit ion BSNL is leading in its
new customer acquisit ion and retention of existing customers.
Because of the media wrong propaganda many of our customers visiting our CSC and Offices and
started enquiring when the BSNL will be closed and hoe to get further services , this is great
embarrassment for the BSNL . Public and employees have become more panic .
Holding press conference and releasing the press note will clarify the doubts in the entire
telecom market, public and also improves the morality of all the employees who are working day and
night and even at toughest geographical area of the Nation.
If the same is followed at each SSA level also it will be more effective and clarify the local public.
Thanking you

